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BUILDING A MYSTERY (T*WITCHES #2)
like the popular television shows 'buffy the vampire slayer' and 'dawson's creek',
't.witches' taps the vast teen market by injecting smart, spellbinding story lines
with teen issues and sensibilities. h.b. gilmour contributor
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KINDRED SPIRITS (T*WITCHES #7)
in the seventh installment of this mega-popular series, teen witches cam and alex
return to their birthplace and discover a few shocking secrets about their
mysterious past! welcome to coventry island, a lush, mystical land that is home to
a powerful community of witches and warlocks. it is here that teen witches cam
and alex were born. and now, the twins have returned to c in the seventh
installment of this mega-popular series, teen witches cam and alex return to their
birthplace and discover a few shocking secrets about their mysterious past!
welcome to coventry island, a lush, mystical land that is home to a powerful
community of witches and warlocks. it is here that teen witches cam and alex
were born. and now, the twins have returned to coventry to say a final farewell to
their beloved guardian karsh. but when the girls visit their ancestral home on the
island, they discover there are many truths to be revealed about their past. their
mother, miranda, has secrets to share. and then there's the group of teen witches
and warlocks who cam and alex meet. will these teens help the twins...or are they
up to something more sinister? .more
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THE WITCHES OF DARK ROOT (DAUGHTERS OF DARK ROOT #1)
book 1 in the daughters of dark root series i am maggie maddock. some call me a
wilder - a woman with untamed magical powers. others just call me a witch. my
childhood was spent dreaming of a world beyond my hometown of dark root - a
world where i could be whatever i wanted to be, and not the coven-leader i was
slated to become under the tutelage of my mother. when i fi book 1 in the
daughters of dark root series i am maggie maddock. some call me a wilder - a
woman with untamed magical powers. others just call me a witch. my childhood
was spent dreaming of a world beyond my hometown of dark root - a world where Readable/Downloadable
i could be whatever i wanted to be, and not the coven-leader i was slated to
become under the tutelage of my mother. when i finally got the opportunity to
leave i jumped at it, never looking back. now, seven years later a call from my
beloved sister forces me to return to dark root and i'm unprepared for what awaits
me: a mother with a mysterious illness, a renewed sibling rivalry, and a town
that's fallen into disrepair and has lost its magic. i never wanted to be a witch but
it seems i have no choice. i only hope it's not too late to set things right again.
...more

FABLES, VOL 14: WITCHES (FABLES #14)
while the meek and mild flying monkey bufkin is trapped in fabletown's collapsed
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business office with the evil witch baba yaga, frau totenkinder and the witches at
the farm upstate prepare to deal with mister dark down in what's left of fabletown.
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THE WITCHES OF EASTWICK (EASTWICK #1)
toward the end of the vietnam era, in a snug little rhode island seacoast town,
wonderful powers have descended upon alexandra, jane, and sukie, bewitching
divorcÃes with sudden access to all that is female, fecund, and mysterious.
alexandra, a sculptor, summons thunderstorms; jane, a cellist, floats on the air;
and sukie, the local gossip columnist, turns milk into cream. toward the end of the
vietnam era, in a snug little rhode island seacoast town, wonderful powers have
descended upon alexandra, jane, and sukie, bewitching divorcÃ©es with sudden
access to all that is female, fecund, and mysterious. alexandra, a sculptor,
summons thunderstorms; jane, a cellist, floats on the air; and sukie, the local
gossip columnist, turns milk into cream. their happy little coven takes on new,
malignant life when a dark and moneyed stranger, darryl van horne, refurbishes
the long-derelict lenox mansion and invites them in to play. thenceforth scandal
flits through the darkening, crooked streets of eastwickâ€”and through the even
darker fantasies of the town’s collective psyche. ...more
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CHARLIE THE WIZARD AND THE WITCHES OF DARKARUM
(CHARLIE THE WIZARD SERIES, #1)
the book, charlie the wizard and the witches of darkarum is a book of fantasy,
filled with magic and magical creatures. it takes the reader into the magical world
of the land of magic. charlie wordsworth is struck by a bolt of lightning at his
birth. he however does not die, but a strange violet glow emanates from his body.
at the age of seven, charlie and his father visit t the book, charlie the wizard and
the witches of darkarum is a book of fantasy, filled with magic and magical
creatures. it takes the reader into the magical world of the land of magic. charlie
wordsworth is struck by a bolt of lightning at his birth. he however does not die,
but a strange violet glow emanates from his body. at the age of seven, charlie and
his father visit the director of magic, who enrolls charlie at the great university of
magic. he informs charlie and his father that charlie has received violet magical
powers from the rainbow. at the university of magic, charlie is taught about
magic, the casting of spells and the making of potions. charlie learns about the
Readable/Downloadable
land of dwarfs (caldorium), the land of elves (elvodarium), and the land of dark
lord valkydor (darkarum). one night two girls from potion house are kidnapped. it
is discovered that the witches of darkarum are responsible. chancellor wizardio
(the white wizard) assembles a rescue party and charlie is chosen to go with, in
order to gain field experience. so a great magical journey begins. the hero, charlie,
meets a leprechaun, a dwarf army and the witches of darkarum on his journey. the
book is filled with magical creatures, including winged pegasi, phoenixes and a
magical white dragon. it takes the reader on an exciting and magical journey that
can also be frightening at times. an easy and enjoyable read. the book is the first
in a series of books about charlie and his magical adventures. as the books
progress, charlie will get ever closer to a great battle with the evil lord valkydor
and his son evilios for the survival of the land of magic. buy the book at
amazon.com - kindle store ps - charlie the wizard, the black sorceress and the
elven king - now also available - amazon.com - kindle store ...more

THE TEMPLE OF HIGH WITCHCRAFT: CEREMONIES, SPHERES AND THE WITCHES'
QABALAH (TEMPLE OF WITCHCRAFT #4)
"this is foremost an engaging textbook designed for home schooling the advancing witch, and it is
encyclopedic in its rituals, charts, and even homework assignments." --publishers weekly take your
spiritual evolution to the next level by mastering the essentials of ceremonial magick. in this muchanticipated fourth volume in christopher penczak's award-winning series on wi "this is foremost an
engaging textbook designed for home schooling the advancing witch, and it is encyclopedic in its rituals,
charts, and even homework assignments." --publishers weekly take your spiritual evolution to the next
level by mastering the essentials of ceremonial magick. in this much-anticipated fourth volume in
christopher penczak's award-winning series on witchcraft, he introduces the concepts of the qabalah and
the rituals of high magick, and explores the deeply interwoven relationship between these traditions and
the craft. the teachings in this book correspond to the element of air, guiding you into the realm of
creative and critical thinking, communication, knowledge, and truth. four preliminary chapters introduce
the basic concepts, history, and skills you will need for your journey. next, twelve formal lessons, in the
witches' traditional year-and-a-day format, provide instruction in the fundamentals of ceremonial magic:
-the qabalah -the tree of life -symbol and sigil magick -elemental constructs -qabalistic cross -the four
worlds and their correspondences -middle pillar -pathworking -the ritual of the rosy cross -invoking and
banishing rituals -fluid condensers -barbarous words of power, magickal constructs, and the goetia the
book's thirteenth lesson culminates in a ritual initiation fusing the traditions of witchcraft and high
magick--the creation of your own reality map. the cosmology you create will be based on your own
spiritual experiences as well as the philosophies and practices of ceremonial magick. ...more
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THE ROGUE AGENT: THE ACCIDENTAL SORCERER, WITCHES
INCORPORATED, WIZARD SQUARED (ROGUE AGENT #1-3
OMNIBUS)
book 1: the accidental sorcerer gerald dunwoody is a wizard. just not a particularly
good one. he's blown up a factory, lost his job, and there's a chance that he's not
really a third grade wizard after all. so it's off to new ottosland to be the new court
wizard for king lional. it's a shame that king lional isn't the vain, self-centered
young man he appeared to be. with a book 1: the accidental sorcerer gerald
dunwoody is a wizard. just not a particularly good one. he's blown up a factory,
lost his job, and there's a chance that he's not really a third grade wizard after all.
so it's off to new ottosland to be the new court wizard for king lional. it's a shame
that king lional isn't the vain, self-centered young man he appeared to be. with a
princess in danger, a talking bird who can't stay out of trouble, and a kingdom to
save, gerald soon suspects that he might be out of his depth. and if he can't keep
this job, how will he ever become the wizard he was destined to be... book 2:
witches incorporated it's a case of espionage, skullduggery and serious
unpleasantness and it's also gerald's first official government assignment. he's
hunting down a deadly saboteur, and time is quickly running out. old enemies and Readable/Downloadable
new combine forces to thwart him. once again, innocent lives are on the line. he
needs his friends. he can't do this alone. but princess melissande and reg have
troubles of their own. with the help of monk markham's brilliant, beautiful sister,
they've opened a one-stop-shop witching locum agency, where magical problems
are solved for a price. problem is, the girls are struggling to keep the business
afloat. things are looking grim for witches incorporated - and that's before they
accidentally cross paths with gerald's saboteur. suddenly everybody's lives are on
the line and gerald realizes, too late, that there's a reason government agents aren't
supposed to have friends. book 3: wizard squared when the staff of witches
incorporated receive a visitor from an alternate reality, they are shocked to learn
that life in the parallel world next door is anything but a bed of roses. and it's all
because of gerald dunwoody. at a crucial moment in time, their gerald turned left.
but the alternate reality gerald turned right. now the parallel world next door is in
the grip of terror, staring down the barrel of a thaumaturgical war -- a war that
threatens to spill across the dimensions and plunge every reality into a nightmare.
the only person who can stop a rogue wizard gone mad is another rogue wizard.
but what do you do when another rogue wizard can't be found? .more

WITCHES' ALMANAC 2014: ISSUE 33: SPRING 2014 - SPRING 2015:
MYSTIC EARTH
since 1971, "the witches' almanac" has been the source of fun, wisdom, trivia, and
magical lore for hundreds of thousands of readers throughout the world. modeled
after the "old farmers' almanac," it includes information related to the annual
moon calendar (weather forecasts and horoscopes), as well as legends, rituals,
herbal secrets, interviews, mystic incantations, inte since 1971, "the witches'
almanac" has been the source of fun, wisdom, trivia, and magical lore for
hundreds of thousands of readers throughout the world. modeled after the "old
Readable/Downloadable
farmers' almanac," it includes information related to the annual moon calendar
(weather forecasts and horoscopes), as well as legends, rituals, herbal secrets,
interviews, mystic incantations, interviews, and many a curious tale of good and
evil. although it is an annual publication, only about 15 percent of the content is
specific to the date range of each issue. the theme of issue 33 (spring 2014 spring 2015) is "mystic earth." also included are articles on ganesha, graveyard
dust, italian cimaruta amulets, veiled witches, and the legend of the wicker man.
...more

ISAAC ASIMOVS MAGIC WORLD OF FANTASY: WITCHES &AMP;
WIZARDS (ISAAC ASIMOV'S MAGICAL WORLDS OF FANTASY #1-2)
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THE LYRA NOVELS: SHADOW MAGIC, DAUGHTER OF WITCHES,
THE HARP OF IMACH THYSSEL, CAUGHT IN CRYSTAL, AND THE
RAVEN RING (LYRA #1-5)
five fantasy novels set in the magical world of lyra
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LANDOVER: MAGIC KINGDOM FOR SALE - SOLD!, THE BLACK
UNICORN, WIZARD AT LARGE, A PRINCESS OF LANDOVER, THE
TANGLE BOX, WITCHES' BREW
chapters: magic kingdom for sale - sold , the black unicorn, wizard at large, a
princess of landover, the tangle box, witches' brew. source: wikipedia. pages: 30.
not illustrated. free updates online. purchase includes a free trial membership in
the publisher's book club where you can select from more than a million books
without charge. excerpt: magic kingdom for sale sol chapters: magic kingdom for
sale - sold , the black unicorn, wizard at large, a princess of landover, the tangle
box, witches' brew. source: wikipedia. pages: 30. not illustrated. free updates
online. purchase includes a free trial membership in the publisher's book club
where you can select from more than a million books without charge. excerpt:
magic kingdom for sale sold is the first of terry brooks's magic kingdom of
landover novels. written in 1986, it tells the story of how ben holiday, a talented
but depressed chicago trial lawyer, comes to be king of landover, an otherworldly
magical kingdom. the book was re-released as part of a landover omnibus in 2009.
the novel begins with ben holiday, a trial lawyer from chicago, lamenting the loss Readable/Downloadable
of his wife and unborn child in a car accident. he finds an advertisement in an
upscale christmas catalog claiming to offer a magical kingdom for one million
dollars by a man named mr. meeks. although skeptical, ben pursues the offer out
of a desperate need to start a new life. ben receives a magical medallion and is
transported through a swirling mist to the kingdom of landover. he learns that
landover is a world that connects many other worlds such as earth. it is
surrounded by the fairy mist wherein reside creatures of fairy that created
landover and guard the passages to these worlds. unfortunately, he finds it not
exactly as described. he soon finds that landover has not had a true king in twenty
years. the son of the last king did not wish to take up the throne and escaped with
the court wizard, meeks, to earth. they have been selling the throne to dozens of
people in the past two decades, but no one has been able to face the challenge and
successfully complete so much as a few months as king. further, kings of landover
used to be protected by a magical knight called the paladin, but he has not been
seen since the last king's death. further, ben has only four loyal subjects. t...more:
http: //booksllc.net/?id=683389 .more

THE WIZARD OF KARRES (THE WITCHES OF KARRES #2)
at last-the sequel to the witches of karres. three top writers continue the
bewitching adventures begun in one of science fiction's most beloved novels. first
time in paperback. it just wasn't fair! captain pausert had foiled the deadliest of
space pirates and eliminated the threat of the worm world, yet his troubles kept
piling up. sent on a secret mission to stop the nani at last-the sequel to the witches
of karres. three top writers continue the bewitching adventures begun in one of
science fiction's most beloved novels. first time in paperback. it just wasn't fair!
captain pausert had foiled the deadliest of space pirates and eliminated the threat
of the worm world, yet his troubles kept piling up. sent on a secret mission to stop
the nanite plague, a self-aware disease that could devastate whole worlds, he
quickly found that someone had convinced the imperial fleet that he was actually
a wanted criminal, which led to a battle leaving his ship in urgent need of repairs.
and while goth and the leewit, two of the notorious witches of karres, could do
amazing things, ship repair was not in their line. so he stopped at the next planet
for repairs, but found that somehow his bank account had been cut off, and the
authorities were looking for someone matching his description. there was only
one thing to do-join the circus! an interstellar traveling circus, that is. all the
galaxy loves a clown-as long as pausert, goth and the leewit can keep their
disguises from slipping. the show must go on-or the galaxy is doomed! ...more
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THE ENCHANTED BOX SET COLLECTION: 11 PARANORMAL
ROMANCE AND URBAN FANTASY BOOKS INCLUDING VAMPIRES,
WEREWOLVES, WITCHES, PSYCHIC DETECTIVES, TIME TRAVEL
AND MORE!
some stories have been previously published. 11 thrilling stories in one volume 11
sexy heroes. 11 strong heroines. these works of fiction are from some of today's
most exciting authors. a star-studded anthology of thrilling, action-packed and
totally swoon-worthy first books by your favorite young adult authors. crush by
chrissy peebles eternal vows by chrissy peebles sev some stories have been
previously published. 11 thrilling stories in one volume 11 sexy heroes. 11 strong
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heroines. these works of fiction are from some of today's most exciting authors. a
star-studded anthology of thrilling, action-packed and totally swoon-worthy first
books by your favorite young adult authors. crush by chrissy peebles eternal vows
by chrissy peebles seventh mark by w.j. may rae of hope by w.j. may blur by
kristen middleton enchanted secrets by kristen middleton captured by erica
stevens deceived by l.a. starkey vampire in denial by dale mayer tuesday’s child
by dale mayer nine lives by karin dehavin 11 paranormal romance and urban
fantasy stories including vampires, werewolves, witches, psychic detectives, time
travel and more! each story is the first book in each author's series. some questions
won't be answered without purchasing the next book. ...more

WITCHES, MIDWIVES, AND NURSES (2ND ED ): A HISTORY OF
WOMEN HEALERS (CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS BY WOMEN
(FEMINIST PRESS))
first published in 1973, this is an essential work on the corruption of the medical
establishment and its historic roots in witch hunts. in this new edition, barbara
ehrenreich and deirdre english have written an entirely new chapter that delves
into the current fascination with and controversies about witches, exposing fears
and fantasies. they build on their classic expo first published in 1973, this is an
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essential work on the corruption of the medical establishment and its historic roots
in witch hunts. in this new edition, barbara ehrenreich and deirdre english have
written an entirely new chapter that delves into the current fascination with and
controversies about witches, exposing fears and fantasies. they build on their
classic exposé of the demonisation of women healers and the political and
economic monopolisation of medicine, bringing it up to date with today's
changing attitudes to these issues. ...more

EVERY WITCH WAY BUT WICKED (WICKED WITCHES OF THE
MIDWEST #2)
where there’s a witch, there’s a way! where there’s a whole family of them,
there’s trouble. bay winchester, editor of hemlock cove’s small weekly
newspaper, thinks her small hamlet’s upcoming murder mystery weekend is going
to be all about fun, food and frolicking. instead, when another dead body is
discovered in hemlock cove, things turn into murder, mayhem and migraines
where there’s a witch, there’s a way! where there’s a whole family of them,
there’s trouble. bay winchester, editor of hemlock cove’s small weekly
newspaper, thinks her small hamlet’s upcoming murder mystery weekend is going
to be all about fun, food and frolicking. instead, when another dead body is
discovered in hemlock cove, things turn into murder, mayhem and migraines (the
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latter is mostly thanks to her family, of course). the body belongs to the town
drunk – and no one can figure out who would want to kill him, or why. bay’s
investigation is stymied by her new boss, brian kelly, and her old flirtation, fbi
agent landon michaels, both of whom seem to have more than interviews on their
mind. when you couple that with her cousin thistle’s obsession with making their
great-aunt tillie pay for the curse she recently put on them (you don’t want to
know) and her cousin clove’s conviction that she is not – no matter what the rest
of the family says – a blabbermouth, bay has her hands full. when the murder
investigation takes a turn, though, a long-held hemlock cove secret is bound to be
exposed. if it is, bay may find herself in trouble – again – and this is the kind of
trouble that she may not be able to find a way out of – even with aunt tillie’s help.
...more
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DIE MAYFAIR-HEXEN (LIVES OF THE MAYFAIR WITCHES #3)
in a swirling universe filled with death and life, corruption and innocence, this
mesmerizing novel takes us on a wondrous journey back through the centuries to a
Readable/Downloadable
civilization half-human, of wholly mysterious origin, at odds with mortality and
immortality, justice and guilt. it is an enchanted, hypnotic world that could only
come from the imagination of anne rice...

NO REST FOR THE WITCHES (NIGHTCREATURE, #7 5) (MAGIC, #3 5)
(MAGIC #3 5)
maryjanice davidson "the majicka" life's a bit crowded for ireland and her
roommates--a fairy, a werewolf, a vampire, and now a zombie…especially when a
mysterious man walks through the door. will there be any room left for love? lori
handeland "voodoo moon" for devil's fork-based fbi agent dana duran, the only
way to fight a supernatural serial killer just may be to embrace maryjanice
davidson "the majicka" life's a bit crowded for ireland and her roommates--a fairy,
a werewolf, a vampire, and now a zombie…especially when a mysterious man
walks through the door. will there be any room left for love? lori handeland
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"voodoo moon" for devil's fork-based fbi agent dana duran, the only way to fight
a supernatural serial killer just may be to embrace life. but little did she know that
voodoo could be so viciously sexy… cheyenne mccray "breath of magic" san
francisco's witches are in an epic battle. but even if sydney can use her sultry
ways and ancient druid powers to save the world, can she risk losing her heart to
handsome warrior conlan? christine warren "any witch way she can" a
desperately lonely witch decides to take matters of love into her own hands when
she casts a cosmic personal ad…only to find that the perfect formula for love is a
strange brew indeed. ...more

WITCHES' ALMANAC, ISSUE 34, SPRING 2015-SPRING 2016: FIRE:
THE TRANSFORMER
founded in 1971 by elizabeth pepper, the art director of "gourmet" magazine for
many years, "the witches' almanac "is a witty, literate, and sophisticated
publication that appeals to general readers as well as hard-core wiccans. at one
level, it is a pop reference that will fascinate anyone interested in folklore,
mythology, and culture, but at another, it is the most soph founded in 1971 by
elizabeth pepper, the art director of "gourmet" magazine for many years, "the
witches' almanac "is a witty, literate, and sophisticated publication that appeals to
general readers as well as hard-core wiccans. at one level, it is a pop reference that
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will fascinate anyone interested in folklore, mythology, and culture, but at
another, it is the most sophisticated and wide-ranging annual guide for the wiccan
enthusiast. modeled after the "old farmers' almanac," it includes information
related to the annual moon calendar (weather forecasts and horoscopes), as well as
legends, rituals, herbal secrets, interviews, mystic incantations, interviews, and
many a curious tale of good and evil. although it is an annual publication, only
about 15 percent of the content is specific to the date range of each issue. the
theme of "issue 34" (spring 2015--spring 2016) is fire the transformer, and among
our lineup of obscurities is the krampus, a wassail recipe, botanicas, the restless
dead, rum, and the tibetan dorje. ...more
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folklore, mythology, and culture, but at another, it is the most sophisticated and wide-ranging annual guide for the
wiccan enthusiast. modeled after the "old farmers' almanac," it includes information related to the annual moon
calendar (weather forecasts and horoscopes), as well as legends, rituals, herbal secrets, interviews, mystic
incantations, interviews, and many a curious tale of good and evil. although it is an annual publication, only about
15 percent of the content is specific to the date range of each issue. the theme of" issue 34" (spring 2015--spring
2016) is fire the transformer, and among our lineup of obscurities is the krampus, a wassail recipe, botanicas, the
restless dead, rum, and the tibetan dorje. ...more
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